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BURNOUT II
Veretis Factsheet

WHAT IS BURNOUT?
It is a state of emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion caused
by excessive and prolonged stress. It’s when we feel overwhelmed,
emotionally

drained,

and

unable

to

meet

demands

and/or professional) usually for over a 1 month period.

But isn't some level
of stress normal?

There is a difference
between acute and
chronic stress.

(personal
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STAGES OF BURNOUT
Honeymoon phase - This is when we take on a new adventure - the stress is exciting, we are committed, see meaning
and purpose to what we are doing.
May over commit, or engage in the task in a way that is not sustainable setting up unrealistic expectations on
ourselves or by others.
Key to staying in this phase is setting short term and long term goals to see yourself progressing (not just focused
on the long term goal)

Onset of stress – this stage begins with an awareness of some days being more difficult than others. Become
less optimistic as the reality of the situation sets in. Common symptoms include:
Lack of social interaction
Lower productivity
Unusual heart rhythms
Anxiety
Change in appetite or diet
Fatigue

Chronic Stress: This is where you are beginning to feel more frequently stressed. This is a marked change in your
stress levels, going from motivation, to experiencing stress on an
incredibly

frequent

basis.

You

may

also

experience

more

intense

symptoms

than

those

of

stage

two.

Common

noticed.

Common

symptoms:
Being overly consumed (time for nothing else) by work
Reduced energy for hobbies and interests
Fatigue easily
Social withdrawal
Anger or aggressive behaviour

Burnout:

where

symptoms

become

critical!!

This

is

often

the

time

when

burnout

is

first

truly

symptoms:
Become very pessimistic about your pursuits.
Self-doubt
Dedication and discipline can drop off (causing further stress)
Behavioural changes
Chronic headaches

Habitual burnout: Symptoms of burnout are so embedded in your life that you are likely to experience a significant
physical or emotional problem, as opposed to occasionally experiencing stress or burnout. Common symptoms:
Full scale burnout
This can take nearly 5 years to recover from
Will greatly impact your health and life

WHAT CAN I DO AT EACH STAGE TO
PREVENT MYSELF FROM REACHING STAGE 5?
Stage 1: In this first phase of burnout, you may begin to experience predicted stresses of the job, so it’s important to start
implementing positive coping strategies, such as taking practical steps in your job, or prioritising your mental health
through one of Calmer’s programmes.
Set realistic boundaries and expectations
Don’t simply work more because you can – set up a good routine!
Stage 2: This is where we need to start looking after ourselves, before things progress worse, or the stress impacts
health/performance requiring time away form work to recover
Stage 3: Restore work-life balance, reduce stress (which may mean delegation of responsibilities and taking a step back
professional and/or personally)
Stage 4: Changes need to happen including likely needing some time off. Continuing as normal is often not possible, and
it’s key that you seek intervention
Stage 5: Seek intervention! Refer to Thriving and PERMA-V factsheet for more information.
For more information about burnout
and strategies for it contact the EAP
line on 1300 878 379

